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Christ Is Risen Session Two: Preparation   

Event: __________________________ 

Ways to prepare: 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Whether it’s a personal celebration like a birthday party, a competition, a 

performance, or some other event, it’s likely that if it is important to you or to 

someone else, you put effort into getting ready. 

 

Time to prepare- the Triodion (tree-OH-dee-uhn)  

Pascha is the most important day, ever. The Church knows that none of us are as 

ready for the day as we could be, and provides us with a special time and tools to 

help us prepare. This special time is called the Triodion, and it begins with three 

weeks (four Sundays) of preparation for Great Lent, Great Lent itself, and Holy 

Week. A special book called the Triodion, or Lenten Triodion, includes all of the 

special songs and readings for the services during this time period. 

 

Preparing for Great Lent 

During Great Lent we are asked to make some significant changes to the way we live our lives such as 

fasting, praying more, and attending more church services so that we can get ready for Pascha. The 

Church knows that if we try to jump right into something difficult, we are less likely to be successful. 

Competitors in track and field competitions often receiving a warning bell or siren to let them know the 

race is about to start so that they are mentally prepared for the 

event. Competitive jumpers take a running start- it would be 

nearly impossible to jump as far without one. The four Sundays 

before Lent are like our warning bell and our running start so that 

we are ready to be successful during Great Lent. Most years, 

there are only a few weeks between the end of the Nativity 

season and the beginning of the Triodion. The Church knows we 

may still be putting Christmas decorations away and humming 

carols for the last time, so the warning bell is sounded- it’s time 

to get ready! 

 



Tools to prepare- the Gospels 

The Gospel readings for the four Sundays at the beginning of the Triodion alert us to the coming of 

Great Lent. They are also a tool that we can use in our preparation for Great Lent and Pascha- this is our 

running start to be ready for a successful Great Lent. Each gospel contains a message that can be used as 

a guideline to remind us what is important to focus on during Great Lent. After reading each Gospel, fill 

in the blanks on the following chart to explain the main ideas of each story. 

 

 The Publican and The Pharisee (Luke 18: 10-14) 

 

The Pharisee worshipped with ____________, focusing on the 

good things he had done and not on his relationship with God. 

 

The Publican was so sad about the things he hadn’t done right, 

that he ___________________ to the floor asking God’s mercy. 

 

This Gospel reminds us that no one is perfect, but the person who 

humbles himself and asks for forgiveness will be lifted _________. 

 

The Prodigal Son (Luke 15: 11-32) 

 

The younger son asked his father for his portion of his inheritance. 

Since this was usually given when the father died, it was an insult 

to his father to ask before it was time. When he realizes his many 

mistakes and returns for forgiveness, not only is he forgiven, his 

father ______________. The older son does everything his father 

asks but feels like his brother got more of a reward for making 

mistakes. This Gospel teaches us two important things: No one is 

perfect, but if we ask for forgiveness when we make a 

________________ God will be happy to have us back and we will 

all be rewarded in heaven. 

 

The Last Judgement (Matthew 25: 31-46) 

 

No one is perfect, but we will all be judged. Jesus uses this Gospel 

to explain the criteria that will be used at our judgement.  

 

First, we will be judged by what we do for _______________. Not 

just what we do for ourselves. 

 

Second, we are all made in the image and likeness of God, so when 

we do good things for others, we are doing them for 

____________________. No exceptions.  



 

Forgiveness Sunday (Matthew 6: 14-21) 

The messages in this Gospel set the tone for Great Lent: 

1. God will ___________ us in the way we forgive others. None of 

us is perfect, so we should forgive others freely. 

2. How we ________ is even more important than following the 

rules of fasting. We should fast to become closer to God, not to 

show how holy we are. 

3. Focus on doing good here to build ______________ in heaven. 

 

Tools to prepare- Fasting  

The Gospel on Forgiveness Sunday gives us a reminder about fasting quietly, not broadcasting our 

success with everyone. But what is fasting? Most people think of it as not eating, or not eating specific 

foods. While this is true, there is more to the idea of fasting in the Orthodox Church. Fasting is a tool 

that we can use to try to be more in control of both what comes into our body and what we use our 

bodies for. We all need to eat. Think about the special events you listed earlier in the Session. Food 

probably plays an important role in many of them. Athletes who are 

preparing for a big game or race often change what they eat so that 

their body has the right fuel to play their best. Singers performing in a 

show or musical are very careful about what they drink so that their 

voice is at its best. You might plan a special meal or have cake for a 

party or celebration. Parents and teachers encourage us to eat a good 

breakfast before a test so our brains have the nutrition they need. 

 

There’s nothing wrong with eating- obviously, choosing not to eat would be very damaging! But, 

because we all eat, it’s something the Church can use to help everyone. The Church suggests fasting 

from specific foods because saying ‘no” or ‘wait’ to those foods helps us to practice saying no to 

temptations that can hurt our souls, like getting angry with friends and family, judging others, 

disobeying parents and teachers, etc.  It helps us practice following the rules. We know that fasting is 

something that pleases God because Jesus did it. He fasted in the wilderness before He began His 

ministry on earth so that he was focused on his mission. We also know that fasting is the opposite of 

what Adam and Eve did. Adam and Eve were told they could have anything they wanted in the Garden 

of Eden, except the fruit from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Instead of doing what God 

asked, they gave in to the temptation of the serpent (the Devil) and did what made them happy instead.  

 

There are some exceptions for special days during Great Lent, but generally the Orthodox Church 

prescribes fasting from foods that come from animals- meat, dairy, fish, butter, eggs, olive oil (which 

used to be stored in the skins of animals, so it had come in contact with animal blood). It is important to 

make decisions about fasting with parents and your Spiritual Father or parish priest. Just like a doctor 

prescribes medications and doses specifically for each patient, your parents and priest know what’s best 

for you. For example, fasting very strictly if you’ve never done it before would be very difficult. Many 

priests recommend starting with an easier rule to follow, then working up, or suggest different rules 

depending on how old you are. 



 

 

Tools to prepare- Confession 

Another tool that the Church gives us to prepare for Great Lent and Pascha is the 

sacrament of Holy Confession. In any part of our life, if we are going to be successful in 

our goals, we need to fix mistakes from the past. To use some of our examples from 

before, athletes watch videos of past games with their coach to change their plays or 

their technique. Musicians and singers make notes on their music to remind them of 

tricky spots that have tripped them up in the past. Teachers have students correct their mistakes from a 

test to learn the right answer to the information. We will learn a little more about Confession in later 

Sessions, but the Church reminds us that Lent is a good time to come to Confession so that when we 

celebrate the Resurrection, we are free from the sins that separate us from God.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


